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natural units like the smaller islands were not always united ;
Naxos, Paros, Andros, Chios, were so, and were thereby
enabled to play a part in interstate politics in proportion
to their area and population ; Samos, originally divided into
the two states of Chesia and Astypalaia, achieved unity
before her recorded history begins; the old units were kept
as administrative subdivisions.1 Rhodes, with a total area
of only about 600 square miles, remained divided into the
three separate sovereign states of Lindos, Kameiros, and
lalysos, until near the end of the fifth century, and Lesbos
(about 700 square miles) had originally six—Mytilene,
Methymna, Antissa, Pyrrha, Eresos, and Arisba. The
Rhodian cities, however, did usually act together in dealing
with the outside world, so that long before the foundation
of the city of Rhodes in 408, " Rhodians " and " Rhodes "
are often mentioned 2 instead of the three cities severally.
In Lesbos even common action could not always be secured.
Mytilene was indisputably the leading state of the island,
but Methymna, which had committed a crime against Greek
sentiment in destroying Arisba and selling the inhabitants
as slaves, " though they were their own kinsmen," 3 was,
probably as a result, strong enough to keep up a sometimes
paralysing opposition.4 The most brilliant example of
particularism in the islands was that of Keos, whose
inhabitants succeeded in having four different sovereign
states and three different currencies on an island of total
area about 65 miles, or something under a quarter the size
of Rutland. So too, in Crete, the large size of the island
merely gave room for more independent cities-1—fifty or
more in an area of some 3,300 square miles,5 which fought
bitterly among themselves.6 Likewise on the mainland,
the territory occupied by a dozen cities of Aiolis is sufficient
1 Beloch, I, i, p. 210, n. 2 j Wiegand and Wilamowitz in Sitzungsberichte
d. Betlin Akad., 1904, and inscr. there quoted, p. 919.
 *	e.g. Hdt. ii, 178.	* Hdt. i, 151,
 *	A&fitot, collectively mentioned, e.g. Hdt. iii, 89 ; vi, 14.
5 Beloch, loo. cit.	,	,       *
*	e.g. Str, xv p. 479;   Phaistos,  Miletos, and Lykastou .destroyed in
these -wars.	'	-	,,,         •	'    •   , - v';-   »  -

